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a b s t r a c t

The chain-like organic compounds with conjugated structure have the potential to become high tem-
perature superconductors. Here, we show that p-quinquephenyl containing five phenyl rings connected
in para position is superconducting when the compound is doped by potassium, with a critical tem-
perature of 7.3K. The dc magnetic susceptibility measurements provide solid evidence for the presence of
Meissner effect in potassium-doped p-quinquephenyl. The real part of the ac susceptibility shows exactly
same transition temperature as that in dc magnetization, and the imaginary part of nearly zero value
after transition implies the realization of zero-resistivity. The crystal structure prediction identifies the
superconducting phase as K3p-quinquephenyl with P21 space-group, a layered structure. The occurrence
of bipolarons revealed by Raman spectra guarantees potassium metal intercalated into p-quinquephenyl
and suggests the important role of this elementary excitation played on superconductivity.

© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Organic superconductors provide abundant basis to understand
fundamental properties of correlated electrons [1]. The large
Coulomb correlation among conduction electrons, known as one of
characterizations of organic superconductors, seems to be distin-
guished from the electron-phonon coupling in the conventional
Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) theory [2,3]. Furthermore, the
critical temperatures (Tc’s) of these organic superconductors were
predicted to be dramatically high because of high electron-electron
interaction energy as discussed by V. L. Ginzburg and W. A. Little,
respectively [4,5]. So far, superconductivity in these materials
emerges with expense of some competing orders, such as charge
density wave, spin density wave, antiferromagnetism, and so on
[6,7]. The characteristic of these competing orders in the normal
state of organic superconductors has been studied extensively
Lin), xjchen@hpstar.ac.cn
[8e11]. Organic metals were first observed to exhibit supercon-
ductivity in quasi-one-dimensional (TMTSF)2PF6 by the use of
pressure to overcome spin density wave order [8]. Antiferromag-
netic order is also illustrated to compete with superconductivity in
the k-(BEDT-TTF)2X family (X ¼ Cu[N(CN)2]Cl, Cu[N(CN)2]Br and
Cu(NCS)2) [12] and the cubic alkali-metal doped fullerene Cs3C60
[13]. Interestingly, the room temperature ferromagnetism was also
observed in naphthalene [14].

In accordance to organic metals, conducting polymers, such as
polyparaphenylene (PPP), possess low-dimensional nature and
large Coulomb correlation. Polymer conductors also exhibit high
electrical conductivities upon doping with donors or acceptors [15].
PPP is of chain-like structurewith infinite benzene rings linkedwith
C-C single bond. It shows typical nondegenerate ground-state
property. Oligophenyls as models of PPP were found to undergo
structuremodification upon cooling by heat capacitymeasurement,
X-ray diffraction (XRD), and Raman scattering measurement
[16e18]. Comparing with original unit cell, the lattice constants are
almost doubled in the b and c directions [19]. The softening phonon
mode [18] in Raman spectra is exactly the same as the behaviors of
the formation of charge-density-wave order in transition metal
dichalcogenides, such as NbSe2 [20e22]. The charge carriers in
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Fig. 1. Temperature dependence of the dc magnetic susceptibility for Kxp-quinque-
phenyl in a low magnetic field of 20 Oe, within the zero-field cooling and the field
cooling cycles. Inset shows the magnetic hysteresis with applied field up to 1000 Oe at
various temperatures below 7.3 K after the subtraction of the paramagnetic back-
ground. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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doped polymers are considered to be paramagnetic polarons (S ¼
1=2) and diamagnetic bipolarons (S ¼ 0) with charge of�e (or þ e)
and �2e (or þ 2e). The electronic state and structural changes over
several units are involved in the formation of polarons or bipolarons
[23].When dopants are taken into account, bipolarons are proved to
bemore stable excitationwith negative effective correlation energy
Ueff , the difference between the Coulomb repulsion and the lattice
relaxation energy [24]. The characteristic of bipolarons is analogous
to the Cooper pair in the BCS theory of superconductivity. All these
featuresmake conducting polymers as the promising candidates for
high-temperature superconductors. Recently, p-terphenyl as a
member of oligophenyls was pronounced to become superconduc-
tors upon doping potassium (K) metal with Tc at 7.2 K, 43 K and
123 K, respectively [25e27]. This chain-like p-terphenyl differs from
the polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, such as phenanthrene
[28,29], picene [30], coronene [31], and 1,2; 8,9-dibenzopentacene
[32], due to the absence of zigzag and armchair edges. A super-
conducting phase with Tc as high as 107 K was reported in K-doped
p-terphenyl flake as well [33]. Furthermore, the photoemission
spectroscopy conducted in surface K-doped p-terphenyl crystals
shows a gap persisting up to at least 120 K and shares similar tem-
perature dependence with obtained spectra of Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-O su-
perconductors [34]. An analogous gap below 50 K was also found in
K-doped p-terphenyl films fabricated on Au (111), the stubborn
feature of this gap at the applied magnetic field up to 11 T indicates
the high upper critical field for such a kind of high-Tc supercon-
ductor [35]. Following these works, superconductivities in K-doped
biphenyl [36] and triphenybismuth [37] have also been reported.

Both the higher doping level and longer chain length are favor of
huge increase of electrical conductivity for PPP [38]. We expect the
existence of superconductivity in p-quinquephenyl (C30H22) con-
sisting of five benzene rings linked in the para position. C30H22,
which can be seen as the most ideal, simple, rigid and symmetric
molecule, has attracted increasing attention as liquid crystal
[39,40]. Meanwhile, C30H22 can be exploited in organic field-effect
transistors because of its electrical properties [41]. In this work, we
report the synthesis of the K-doped p-quinquephenyl (KxC30H22)
and the observation of the Meissner effect in this material. Both dc
and ac magnetic measurements support the existence of super-
conductivity in this material. Raman scattering measurements
reveal the occurrence of bipolarons. Furthermore, we predict the
crystal structure and the stability of this superconducting phase
with help of the first-principles calculations. The observation of
superconductivity in KxC30H22 adds a new member of oligophenyls
superconductors after p-terphenyl.

2. Experiments

2.1. Material synthesis

K metal (99% purity) and C30H22 (98% purity) were both pur-
chased from Alfa Aesar. The synthesis method was reported earlier
[25,36]. We got the black powder sample of KxC30H22 after sealing
and annealing in quartz tube under high vacuum. The quartz tube
was then heated to 380 �C in 70min, and held at 340 �C for 3 days.
The resulting black powder sample, KxC30H22 is completely
different from the white pristine C30H22. K metal is easy to get
oxidized when it is exposed to the air. All these experiments
excluding annealing were done in glove box (O2 less than 0.1 ppm,
H2O less than 0.1 ppm).

2.2. Material characterization

The doped sample was sealed into nonmagnetic capsules for
magnetization and Raman scattering measurements.
Magnetization measurements of both the dc and ac susceptibility
were carried out on doped samples as functions of temperature and
field by using a SQUID magnetometer (Quantum Design MPMS3).
The temperature ranges from 1.8 K to 20 K and the external mag-
netic field was applied up to 1000 Oe. Raman spectroscopy mea-
surements were performed on KxC30H22 and pristine C30H22 in
backscattering geometry by using an in-house system with Charge
Coupled Device and Spectrometer from Princeton Instrument. The
laser excitationwas in a wavelength of 660 nm and power less than
1mW to avoid damage to samples.

2.3. Theoretical calculations

To study the structural and electronic properties of KxC30H22, we
employed the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) based on
the projector-augmentedwavemethod [42,43]. For the plane-wave
basis-set expansion, an energy cutoff of 600 eV was adopted. The
Monkhorst-Pack k-point grids are generated according to the
specified k-point separation of 0.02Å�1, and the convergence
thresholds are set as 10�6 eV in energy and 10�3 eV/Å in force. The
generalized gradient form (GGA) of the exchange-correlation
functional (Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof96) was adopted [44]. In
addition, considering the nonlocal interaction, we have added the
correction of van derWaals (vdW) in the version of vdW-DF2 in this
calculation [45]. The necessity of vdW-DF2 functional has been
confirmed by our previous studies [36,46e49].

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Meissner effect

The Meissner effect and zero resistivity are two fundamental
features of superconductivity. Actually the metal-doped carbon-
based superconductors were mainly detected from magnetic mea-
surement [28,30e32]. However, with small diamagnetic volume
and easily damaged crystal structure under pressure, the metallic
stateofKxC30H22washard tobe realizedevenbelowTc. Difficulties in
detecting weak superconductivity from resistivity measurements
can be overcome by using magnetic susceptibility experiments.

Fig. 1 shows the dc magnetic susceptibility c for the powder
sample of KxC30H22 versus temperature measured in the
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zero-field cooling (ZFC) and field cooling (FC) cycles at 20 Oe. It
should be pointed out that the c in the ZFC run drops sharply
below 7.3 K and then saturates. At around 5 K, the second step
transition originates in the possibility for another super-
conducting phase. Meanwhile, the c in the FC run decreases
slowly and the saturation value is much smaller, suggesting ex-
istence of pining due to magnetic impurity. The temperature
corresponding to the sharp drop is defined as Tc. The shielding
fraction extracted from the ZFC c is only 0.074%, if we assume a
density of about 3 g cm�3. Such a small shielding fraction is due
to the presence of the impurities of this powder sample. The
diamagnetic signal is at least an order of magnitude smaller than
the signal obtained in bulk sample [30,50]. Note that both ZFC
and FC c show an upturn trend at a lower temperature than Tc,
indicating the strong paramagnetic signal. The inset of Fig. 1
shows the M versus H plots obtained at different temperatures
ranging from 2 K to 7 K with scanning field up to 1000 Oe after
removing the paramagnetic backgrounds. The M(H) curves
become totally nonlinear upon 100 Oe so that the lower critical
field is close to 100 Oe. Nevertheless, the magnetization of
KxC30H22 does not reach zero in applied fields up to 1000 Oe,
implying the upper critical field is much higher than 1000 Oe.
This diamond-like hysteresis loop is a typical character for the
type-II superconductor.

Furthermore, we have also measured ac magnetic magnetiza-
tion to confirm the existence of superconductivity in KxC30H22. The
complex ac magnetic susceptibility denoted as: c ¼ c0 þ ic

00
, has

been successfully used to determine some parameters of super-
conductivity, such as the critical temperature and magnetic fields,
critical current density, London and Campbell penetration depths,
the pining potential, irreversibility line, and so on [51]. Fig. 2
shows the temperature dependence of the first harmonic ac
magnetic susceptibility for KxC30H22 in an external ac magnetic
field of 8 Oe and frequency at 234 Hz. The observation of double
step-like transition in the real part of susceptibility c0 can be
ascribed to the screening properties and the granular nature of our
samples [52]. The imaginary part of susceptibility c

00
exhibits a

positive peak, indicating the penetration of the ac field into the
sample. The Tc has been assigned to the separation point between
c0 and c

00
. After this point, the almost zero signal of c

00
upon

cooling implies the realization of zero-resistivity in the super-
conductivity state [25,50,51].
Fig. 2. Temperature dependence of the real (c0) and imaginary (c
00
) parts of the ac

magnetic susceptibility of Kxp-quinquephenyl. (A colour version of this figure can be
viewed online.)
Superconductivity in KxC30H22 has been detected by both the dc
and ac magnetic measurements. The ac magnetic measurements
have been widely used in cuperate and iron-based superconduc-
tors. However, the ac magnetic measurements are absent in most
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon superconductors [53]. The re-
sistivity measurements have been applied in organic salts to
identify the superconducting phase, but the zero-resistivity in
superconducting state was rarely achieved [7,54,55].

The magnetic field dependence of the magnetization for
KxC30H22 at various temperatures with low applied fields is sum-
marised in Fig. 3a. The linear behavior of magnetic-dependent
magnetization signals the Meissner effect in this superconductor.
TheHc1 at selected temperatures is defined as the terminative point
of transition from linear to nonlinearM(H) as shown in the smallest
inset of Fig. 3a. The method used to determine Hc2 is similar to the
previous studies [56]. The regression coefficient R of a linear fit to
the data points collected between 0 and H, is used as a function of
H. The Hc1 is determined based on the deviation from linear
dependence of the R versus H. The lower critical fields Hc1 at given
temperatures are shown in the inset and the solid line represents
the empirical law Hc1ðTÞ=Hc1ð0Þ ¼ 1� ðT=TcÞ2. The lower critical
field at zero-temperature Hc1ð0Þ is 24:2±0:6 Oe.
Fig. 3. (a) The initial part of M-H curves measured at low fields at various temperature.
Inset: The temperature dependence of lower critical field Hc1ðTÞ and the determination
of Hc1 at temperature of 2 K given by the field dependent magnetization. (b) The
temperature dependence of magnetic susceptibility for Kxp-quinquephenyl obtained at
different magnetic fields in the zero-field cooling cycles. Inset: The temperature
dependence of the upper critical field Hc2ðTÞ and an example used to definite Tc by the
magnetization versus temperature at the field of 50 Oe. (A colour version of this figure
can be viewed online.)
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Fig. 3b shows the temperature dependence of the magnetic
susceptibility of our sample measured under applied fields in the
ZFC run. The diamagnetic volume becomes smaller with increasing
magnetic fields and Tc is thus decreased slowly towards lower
temperature. It seems likely that the superconducting fraction is
totally suppressed by applied field at 1000 Oe. However, due to the
existence of strong paramagnetic impurities, the diamagnetic
signal is covered by the strong background. The inset of Fig. 3b
exhibits that the intercept of linear extrapolations from below and
above superconducting transition is defined as Tc. As an example,
the result measured at field of 50 Oe is shown. The upper critical
field Hc2 can not be definitely determined from these magnetic
measurements [30]. The roughly estimation of Hc2 as a function of
temperature is shown in the inset of Fig. 3b. The straight line is the
data fitting from the Werthamer-Helfand-Hohenberg formula [57].
We obtain the upper critical field at zero-temperature
Hc2ð0Þ ¼ 1324:3±24:4 Oe.

The zero-temperature superconducting London penetration
depth lL and Ginzburg-Landau coherence length xGL can be esti-
mated from Hc1ð0Þ and Hc2ð0Þ by using the equations [58]:

Hc2ð0Þ ¼ F0=2px
2
GL (1)

and

Hc1ð0Þ ¼
�
F0=4pl

2
L

�
lnðlL=xGLÞ; (2)

where the quantum flux F0 is 2:0678� 10�15 Wb. xGL of 498.6 Å
and lL of 520.8 Å are obtained for this KxC30H22 superconductor
from substituting Hc1ð0Þ and Hc2ð0Þ. The obtained Ginzburg-
Landau parameter k ¼ lL=xGL ¼ 1:04 also suggests that the
KxC30H22 belongs to a type-II superconductor.

3.2. Raman spectra

Fig. 4 shows Raman spectra of C30H22 and KxC30H22. p-Quin-
quephenyl molecule has a benzenoid structure with five benzene
rings aligned in para position, as shown in Fig. 4. All of these major
peaks in pristine C30H22 can be assigned and classified as five parts:
rotational motion, ring deformation, ring breathing, C-H bending
and C-C stretching [59,60]. The bipolaronic characterization in
alkali-metal doped polyparaphenylenes synthesized by different
method has been extensively studied in previous works [61,62]. The
almost separated two intra-ring C-C stretching modes at around
Fig. 4. Raman spectra of pristine p-quinqquephenyl and Kxp-quinquephenyl measured
at room temperature. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)
1582 cm�1 in parent sample downshift and merge to bipolaronic
bands localized at 1576 cm�1. The observation of 1461 cm�1 mode
with no corresponding band in the pristine can be considered as
the fingerprint for the formation of bipolarons. The band near
1268 cm�1 assigned inter-ring C-C stretching upshifts to 1338 cm�1

by intercalated K atoms into C30H22, indicating that the chain
length becomes more coplanar [61]. The 1154 cm�1 and 1206 cm�1

modes presented in Raman spectra of doped samples are due to C-
H external and internal stretching, respectively. These two peak are
both evolved from 1211 cm�1 mode in the pristine. The triple bands
localized at 970 cm�1 are from the formation of bipolarons. Raman
characterization of KxC30H22 proves the existence of bipolarons,
which possibly accounts for the observed superconductivity in K-
doped p-terphenyl [25e27]. Recently, the quantum resonance be-
tween superconducting gaps near a Lifshitz transition has been
proposed to be the driving mechanism for the observed super-
conductivity in these system [63].
3.3. Crystal structures and electronic properties

To identify this observed superconducting phase, we have
investigated the crystal structures of KxC30H22 by using the first-
principles calculations. The phase stability was studied by calcu-
lating the formation energy Ef . The calculation of the Ef for the
doping level x is referred to previous studies [36,46e48]. Fig. 5
shows the formation energy of KxC30H22 (x ¼ 1;2;3 and 4) as a
function of the K chemical potential. mK is the chemical potential of
the K specie and mK (bulk) can be obtained from the energy per K
atom in the K metal with the bcc structure. Here mK ¼ mK (bulk)
means that the element is so rich that the pure element phase can
form. Ef <0 indicates that the doped compound is stably existent.
As shown in Fig. 4, K2C30H22 is the most stable in a wide range
chemical potential. However, under rich K condition, K3C30H22
becomes more stable. The result of thermodynamic stability in-
dicates that both K2C30H22 and K3C30H22 can be easily fabricated in
experiments.

Based on predicted crystal structures, we further compared the
calculated XRD patterns with the experimental ones (crystal
Fig. 5. Calculated formation energy of KxC30H22 as a function of the K chemical po-
tential. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)



Fig. 6. Calculated XRD spectra of pristine and doped p-quinquephenyl. P21=c-C30H22

and P21-K3C30H22 are corresponding to the theoretically predicted structures. The
experimental XRD patterns were taken from the pristine and K-doped samples (the
superconducting sample with Tc ¼ 7:3 K). All XRD data were collected by using the
incident wavelength l ¼ 1:5406 Å. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed
online.)
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structures and XRD spectra can be found in the Supplementary
material) to determine the possible superconducting phase
observed in our experiments. As shown in Fig. 6, the XRD of the
optimized structure of C30H22 with the space-group of P21=c is in
agreement with the experiment characterization. However, the
phase transition occurs from P21=c to P21 after doing. We found
Fig. 7. (a) Optimized crystal structure of P21-K3C30H22 viewing from different directions.
symmetrical k-point path and density of states (DOS). G(0,0,0), B(0.5,0,0), A(0.5,0,0), Y(0,
Fermi level. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)
that K3C30H22 with P21 symmetry can produce the XRD patterns
from the experiments. The XRD spectra of other structures are
madly deviated from that of experimental sample (See the
Supplementary material). Similar to K-doped biphenyl [36,64] and
p-terphenyl [48,64], the results of the total energies at different
magnetic states for KxC30H22 proved that K2C30H22, K3C30H22 and
K4C30H22 are nonmagnetic while K1C30H22 is antiferromagnetic.
Thus, the superconducting phase of 7.3 K is identified as
P21-K3C30H22.

Fig. 7a shows the crystal configuration of P21-K3C30H22. A
typical layered structure is observed and the organic molecule and
K atom are almost coplanar. All of K atoms are over the C-C bonds
viewing along the a direction. The optimized lattice parameters are
a ¼ 6:914 Å, b ¼ 22:619 Å, c ¼ 6:981 Å and g ¼ 82:2+, respectively.
The volume of the doped system is expanded 12.8% than the pris-
tine p-quinquephenyl. The charge of about 2.2 e/f.u. transfers from
K atoms to organic molecules which results in the metallization of
p-quinquephenyl. As shown in Fig. 7b, P21-K3C30H22 exhibits the
metallic feature with two bands crossing the Fermi level. The
electronic density of states (DOS) at Fermi level is about 4.9 states/
eV/f.u., which is close to that of two-electron-doped benzene [65].
LowDOS value at Fermi level is a possible reason for such a low Tc of
7.3 K. In other words, higher Tc can be obtained by tuning the
electronic states at Fermi level. Both changing the doping level and
pressure are the feasible approaches [46,66].
4. Conclusions

We have investigated the K-doped p-quinquephenyl combining
experimental with theoretical methods. The superconductivity
with Tc � 7:3 K in KxC30H22 is proved by both the dc and ac mag-
netic measurements. The magnetic magnetization at various tem-
peratures and fields reveals the Meissner effect in the
superconducting state. The Ginzburg-Landau parameter k ¼ 1:04
suggests that KxC30H22 is a type-II superconductor. The bipolaronic
band characteristic was observed fromRaman spectra. Based on the
analysis on stability and XRD, theoretical calculations identified the
Green balls represent K atoms. (b) Calculated electronic band structures along high-
0.5,0), Z(0,0,0.5), D(0.5,0,0.5), E(0.5,0.5,0.5) and C(0,0.5,0.5). Zero energy denotes the
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superconducting phase as P21-K3C30H22 with the layered structure.
The K doping results in the transitions of crystal structure and
electronic properties. P21-K3C30H22 exhibits the metallic behavior
due to the charge transferring from K atoms to quinquephenyl
molecules. We thus have discovered a newmember of oligophenyls
superconductors, which is significant for exploring the high tem-
perature superconductors and understanding the superconducti-
vity in organic materials.
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